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Since its reform and opening up, China has kept expanding the foreign trade. 
And becoming a member of WTO has provided domestic enterprises with 
opportunities to compete with foreign ones equally. As globalization depends, the 
domestic companies confront various economic challenges, such as the government 
foreign policy, European debt crisis and the appreciation of the RMB. Therefore, for 
China’s foreign trade industry, reforming and upgrading of trade enterprises is 
necessary in order to catch up with our times. Nevertheless, the management modes 
of many domestic companies are outdated and their organization management 
systems are incomplete. Particularly, due to the absence of scientific pay 
management system, lots of companies have failed to survive in the international 
trade competitions. 
For every enterprise, employees are a most important element, whose NO.1 
concern is the salary. Consequently, enabling employees to access fair and 
reasonable treatment, an excellent pay management system helps attract and retain 
talents. 
This paper discusses application of modern salary theories in our enterprise 
management with the trade company A as the research object. In the light of the job 
analysis methods and the job evaluation methods, a job evaluation system will be 
established and a suited salary system will be designed for the trade company A, on 
the basis of a comprehensive investigation of its existing system of salary-payment. 
Hence, this article not only attempts to improve the compensation management of A 
Company, but also provide some beneficial discussing to China’s private trade 
companies' compensation design mode. 
The first section of the article summarizes the related theories of compensation 
design, which mainly introduces the definition, structure, function and the 













The second section of the article introduces the content of the scientific 
management theory including the influence of theories, laying the foundation for 
compensation design theory. 
The third section of the article analyzes the overview of the trade company A. 
The fourth section of the article redesigns the compensation system of the trade 
company A by using job analysis methods and compensation design technology, 
combining with the compensation theory and the present condition of the company. 
And establishes the compensation system based on the job evaluation methods.At 
the same time this article introduces the compensation cost and the compensation 
budget. 
The fifth section of the article summarizes the rationalities and the deficiencies 
of the compensation system. 
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表 1-1 wage\salary\compensation 的比较 
名称 时期 对象 支付构成 
Wage 工资 1920 年以前 蓝领 基本工资比重比较大，福利少（少于 15%）
Salary 薪水 1920~1980 年 白领、蓝领 基本工资比重比较大，福利少（少于 15%）
Compensation












































激励薪酬和特别绩效薪酬三个部分。如图 1-1 所示 
 

















图 1-1 绩效薪酬的组成要素 
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